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…ground of champions
Italy gave birth to some of the most important ski and winter sport champion in the world, as Gustav
Thoeni 5 olimpic gold medals, he was the dominant skier in the technical events (slalom and giant
slalom) in the early 1970s, Piero Gros that won a total of 12 World Cup races, 7 in giant slalom and 5
in slalom. He had 35 World Cup podiums (top 3) and 98 top ten finishes, he won the gold medal at XII
Olympic Games of Innsbruck in 1976, he also been the youngest winner of a World Championships
race at the age of 18.

Alberto Tomba that won three Olympic gold medals, two World

Championships, and nine World Cup season titles; four in slalom, four in giant slalom, and one overall
title; Deborah Compagnoni, considered the best female skier ever of Italy, won three gold medals at
the 1992, 1994 and 1998 Winter Olympics; Isolde Kostner also won two Gold Medal in Super-G at
the Alpine Ski World Championships (1996 and 1997), and in 2001 and 2002 she won the World Cup
for Downhill.

P. Gros

G. Thoeni

A. Tomba

D. Compagnoni

I. Kostner

enjoy your luxury holiday in
some of the most exclusive locations

BREUIL - CERVINIa

the paradise of all year skiers
Breuil Cervinia in the region
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John Muir, writer and naturalist
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Experience the varied and exquisite kitchen
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international

a holiday area for the active
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for
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top
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nature
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and provide a perfect base for snowshoeing,
cross country skiing and winter walking: three

“They are not the highest, but they are certainly the most beautiful mountains
around the world”
Reinhold Messner
“The most beautiful natural architecture worldwide”
Le Corbusier (Switzerland-France 1887–1965)

Accommodation
Organize a weekend or a full week stay in an exclusive location in the best resorts or private chalets,
eating the typical food cooked by a private chef: this is what you have to desire in your tailor made
luxury holiday.

Options:
- hotel accommodation in the best structures and resort in all the locations

- private exclusive chalet rental, with all service included

Your accommodation includes:
-

transportation service

-

privatization service option (restaurant, cellar, disco,…)

-

3 stars chef option (in case of chalet rental)

-

glamour and prestigious restaurant reservation

-

our staff support 24/24

Rates: from 350 € daily per person following to options and period requested - (thank you for
contacting us).

Activities
Imagine all what you want to do in a wonderful winter holiday:

heliski

snow test drive

snow trekking

sleddog

and much more! Now…do it.

vip exclusive service

Would you like to ski with the most famous champion skiers?
We can organize for you unforgettable daily activities with the most famous skiers of ever, World
Champions and Olympic Gold Medal winners; you can ski and have nice activities with them (dinners,
parties, training) in a private and reserved atmosphere.
Following, some of the athletes that you can meet:

P. Gros

G. Thoeni

A. Tomba

P. De Chiesa

K. Ghedina

G. Rocca

P. Magoni

D. Ceccarrelli

L. Cattaneo

M. Nana

P. Zurbriggen

I. Stenmark

Rates: following to disponibility and period requested. Thank you for contacting us.

The exclusive service
We are glad to offer our extensive quoted experience in the field, based on our professional team and
partners long term success in winter scoring impossible-to-get reservation, high-end activities, top
luxury lifestyle, just a few things that our private concierge services do for its guests.
You can trust Pangea to seamlessly arrange the most coveted experiences and requests, tailored to
your specific needs, we can .anticipate your requests and make proactive suggestions, we catch the
challenge that make what it seems an impossible dream became reality.
Our top quality service, total flexibility and thoughtful professionalism are the key points to ensure the
ultimate VIP winter experience.
We welcome our guests in Italy and: France (Courchevel, Meribel), Switzerland (Saint Moriz, Wenghen,
Verbier), Austria (Kitzbuhel)
Our hospitality also includes:
-

Accommodation and transfer
Staff incentive
Club, restaurant, resort, privatization
Ski lift and ski run privatization
Bespoke activities creation
Customized gadget analysis and creation
Special sport events organization
VIP parties and meeting
Rates and conditions following to location, options, number of guests, period and disponibility.
Thank you for contacts us in order to ask more details and quotation.

Contacts

Diego De Santis
CEO & Business Development Manager
Pangea SARL
20, Avenue de Fontvieille – MC 98000 Monaco
Tel. +377 92 05 54 18, Fax. +377 92 05 58 28
Mobile FR +377 640 62 05 64
Mobile IT +39 338 972 53 73
E-mail: d.desantis@pangea.mc
Web: www.pangea.mc

